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JEA 1W11 - WORLD WAR I - AUSTRIA / ITALY

[u-bit #19200413]
2486-4-1

20:00:16  1) On Italy's Firing Line                                                                            (S) WWI: Italy -
                    “The Roads In Portions Of The Mountains Are A Serious                         16mm -1-
                    Impediment To The Advancing Forces, Which May Attack Only
                    Through Extreme Bravery And Tenacity Of Purpose. The Alpine
                    Troops Ascend Thousands Of Feet By Means Of Ropes.”
                    - troops climbing on dangerous mountain side, climbing up with ropes

20:02:14      “These Troops Are An Altitude Of 6000 Feet Above Sea” - POV from
-20:02:15     cave of soldier with rifle behind barricade while it's snowing [Selig]

20:02:25      In The Height
                    “At The Unfinished Skirt Of Her Alps, Italy Armed, Ascends...”
                    - view of car riding in heavy snow, soldier on foot and others
                    with mules following car, soldiers walking through pathways made in
                    heavy accumulation of snow, CU soldiers walking in line, view of snow
                    lift sliding down, soldiers shoveling snow
20:04:57      “Through The Iced Thickness Of Avalanches Galleries Are Opened”
                    - soldiers coming out of cave, others shoveling snow at entrance of cave,
                    soldiers climbing up with skiing gear
20:06:17      “Ration Gayly Eaten in Snow Trenches” - soldier eating in trenches,
                    surrounded by heavy snow, soldier climbing steepest sides of the mountains,
                    POV from summit, "Large Eye Reflectors" - reflector moved from one side
                    to another by two soldiers, soldiers at quarters close to summit
20:09:04      Red Cross nun serving hot soup out in the open, and distributing supplies
20:10:50      “...Christmas Was Gayly Feasted, Austrians Sending Presents Of Their Own”
                    - CU soldiers in good spirits, joking, laughing in trenches, CU of impression
                    of bullet in soldier's helmet, soldiers in trench with some smoking cigarettes,
                    soldiers coming out of cave, view from outside of cave,
                    firing missile, cabin, soldier collecting water from stream outside of cabin,
-20:13:20     soldiers walking by beautiful snowy rock formations

2486-1-4

20:13:24  1) “In Italy To The Fight Goes Formal” ? - troops walking, soldiers       (S) WWI: Italy
-20:14:49     behind barricades, soldiers cleaning and carrying missiles,
                    many soldiers pulling carriage up hill

1W11 -2-
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20:14:51  2) “Alpine Troops In Action” - troops climbing hill,                                (S) WWI: Italy: “On The
-20:18:23     climbing dangerous unsteady side of mountain, troops climbing               Italian Battle Front”
                    steep mountain side, climbing with ropes,
                    “Transportation Of Materials For Wire Entanglements”
                    - cavalry troops approaching town located at foot of mountains,
                    “How The Troops Are Approvisioned On The Alps”

20:18:29  3) “The Way To Unredeemed Land” - soldiers climbing mountains        (S) WWI: Italy - Austria
-20:26:28     in heavy snow fall, at slow pace, also pulling carriages, poor                     (A28, A29. A44,
                    visibility due to heavy snow fall                                                                  A30, A34, A36)

20:26:29  4) firing on Austrians, soldiers passing on missiles, honorary medal       (N) WWI: Troops -
-20:27:05     bestowed to soldier                                                                                      Italian

2486-2-13

20:27:08  1) two soldiers pulling large cannon on slide, cannon being carried         (S) WWI: Italy
-20:28:40     in lift up mountain

20:28:42  2) “As War Is Declared the Troops In Rome Clear Crowds From            (S) WWI: Italy
-20:31:40     Street before Austrian Embassy” - soldier calling to people in
                    street, LS camp with tents at mountain foot, soldiers training,
                    soldiers socializing among themselves next to tent,
                    “In The Trentine Mountains, The Troops Charge Towards Foe”
                    - cannons firing from trench, troops crawling in field (training?)

20:31:46  3) In The Height                                                                                         (S) WWI: Italian
-20:42:50                                                                                                                          Campaign “ In The
                                                                                                                                          Height” Neg.#1
                                                                                                                                          (735-2-1)

20:42:51  4) Austria defeated “In Italy” - LS army behind barricades,                     (S) WWI: CBS Neg. R-4
-20:43:35     climbing mountain, firing large cannons
                    [Hearst-Pathe News]

20:43:43  5) soldiers firing rifles while laying on snowy ground                              (S) WWI:CBS-Neg. R-4
-20:44:01

20:44:04  6) “The Fiercely Contested Summit...” - LS summit, high mountains      (N) WWI: Italy “On The
                    scenic views of snowy mountains                                                                Italian Battle 
Front”
                                                                                                                                          -1-

1W11 -3-

20:45:05  7) “Resting On The Snow” - soldiers by fire, eating out in the open        (N) WWI: Italy “On The
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-20:45:25                                                                                                                          Italian Battle 
Front”
                                                                                                                                          -1-

20:45:27  8) “Encampments And Provision Stores” - slow PAN of town at foot     (N) WWI: Italy “On The
-20:46:15     of mountains, two men washing hands and faces at edge of frozen            Italian Battle Front”
                    lake, a third one joins them., beautiful background with snowy                 -2-
                    mountains

20:46:17  9) “Troops Leaving For The Front” - troops looking at camera, one        (N) WWI: Italy “On The
-20:46:59     man waving Italian flag, others waving hats, train leaving station,            Italian Battle Front”
                    soldiers with heads out of side windows, waving Italian flag and               -2-
                    waving hats towards people in station

20:47:00  10) “Cortina D'Ampezzo” - LS, PAN of town, panoramic view               (N) WWI: Italy “On The
-20:48:54     including buildings                                                                                      Italian Battle 
Front”
                                                                                                                                          -3-

20:48:59  11) mountain troops retreating                                                                   (N) WWI: Italy “On 
The
-20:49:17     (1917)                                                                                                          Italian Battle 
Front”
                                                                                                                                          -4-

20:49:19  12) men walking beside horses in snow                                                    (N) WWI: Italy “On The
-20:49:48                                                                                                                          Italian Battle 
Front”
                                                                                                                                          -4-

20:49:53  13) troops in mountains                                                                              (N) WWI: Troops -
-20:51:44                                                                                                                          Italian

2486-3-3

20:51:48  1) troops on skis                                                                                         (S) WWI: Troops -
-20:52:52                                                                                                                          Austrian

20:52:57  2) “Aufnahmen...”                                                                                      (S) WWI: Sascha Films
-
-21:00:50     [continued on 1W10]                                                                                   Alps and Italian
                                                                                                                                         Troops #1 Neg


